The latest addition to the comprehensive range of Hydromain implements is the Hydromain Rotorake, seen publicly for the first time at the 1984 I.O.G. Exhibition at Windsor.

The new attachment is for use on golf greens, approaches and tees, cricket outfields, tennis courts, bowling greens and all amenity areas. Taking advantage of the SISIS patented weight transfer system, the effective width of 42" gives a much faster work rate than walk-behind machines. Floating heads follow ground contours and the unique patented depth adjustment is controlled from the driver's seat.

**MULTI-LANE MARKER (PAT. APPL. FOR)**

The need for a faster method of marking athletics tracks in one pass has been evident for some time. SISIS have now developed the fully mobile Multi-Lane Marker which provides the facility to mark out a track in a fraction of the time taken by hand labour and single line machines. The tank is rear mounted on a conventional tractor for good weight dispersion and holds sufficient material to mark several tracks. The front-mounted booms are easily folded for road transport between sites. Ask for separate leaflet.

**NEW AERATOR**

Up to 12" penetration can now be obtained with a newly designed SISIS aerator incorporating their patented variable pressure frame for larger h.p. tractors. This heavy duty aerator with 7ft effective width can be fitted with interchangeable tines: either sharpened slitting tines for normal ground conditions, including fine turf areas, or thicker heavy duty tines for extremely soft conditions. Suitable for tractors of 30hp and above. When ordering please specify make and model of tractor. The tractor requires additional spool valves, available from your tractor dealer. It is not part of the SISIS package.

**MARK II TRIO-ROTORAKE**

A further improvement to the popular Trio Rotorake now incorporates larger diameter wheels, and an optional collector whilst retaining the depth control mechanism and contra-rotating reels. All standard reels are interchangeable with existing Trio and Auto Rotorakes.

**Scarifying Heads for LITAMISA**

A set of 4 scarifying units are now available for fitting to the ever popular SISIS 6ft Litamisa, for use on flat areas. These are mounted alternately between standard brush units to give simultaneous scarification brushing and collecting across a 6ft. width. Care must be exercised on undulations. These units can only be fitted to machines supplied since 1974/75. The shafts of the appropriate models are 2" square and previous models now 10 years old cannot be converted. When ordering please be sure to quote serial number (Not suitable for fitting to the 4ft sweeper).

**TWICE AS MANY HOLES PER SQUARE YD.**

SISIS can now supply adaptors to fit the current model Autocrat. The adaptors accept pairs of 3" hollow tines with suitable connectors to fit existing machines. These give a closer hole pattern (approx. 2½" centres) which is particularly useful for removing plugs of thatch.

All SISIS Equipment is designed, patented and manufactured in Gt. Britain. Ask for full details or a demonstration.

SISIS EQUIPMENT (MACCLESFIELD) LIMITED, SHORESCLough WORKS, HULLEY ROAD, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK10 2LZ TEL: (0625) 26363
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